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1. Enumerate and explain various types of

information systems used at different levels of

management in an organization. 20

2. (a) What is DBMS ? What are the

advantages of DBMS for an

organization ? Give examples to illustrate

your answer. 10

(b) What are the business benefits of

telecommunication and computer

network ? 10

3. (a) What do you mean by conceptual design

of the system ? What activities are

performed in conceptual design of the

system ? 10

(b) How system constraints are identified/

established at the time of conceptual

design of the system ? 10

4. List and explain various phases of MIS design.

Which phase is most important important and

why ? Justify your answer., 20

5. (a) Discuss the various activities of MIS

implementation process. Explain each of

them with examples. 10

(b) What are the major problems related to

maintenance of MIS ? How to overcome

these problems ? 10

6. Define enterprise resource planning. Discuss

main features of ERP for an organization. 20

7. (a) What are the various characteristics of

DSS ? How does it help in decision-

making ? 10

(b) Discuss important MIS input, output and

processes design issue in MIS system

design. 10

8. (a) What are the major components of

supply-chain management ? 10

(b) What are the different activities

performed under CRM ? Explain. 10
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